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AGENDA

1. Administrativia - 5 minutes
   ● Note takers, Jabber Scribes, Blue sheets

2. WG Status, draft status - Tobias - 10 Min

3. HSTS: draft-ietf-websec-strict-transport-sec-06 - WGLC
   - Jeff 10 Min + Discuss 10 Min

4. draft-nir-websec-extended-origin - Yoav 10 Min +
   Discuss 10 Min

5. Progression of drafts: 15 Minutes (what to do with it?)
   ● draft-hodges-websec-framework-reqs-01
   ● Mime-Sniffing draft-ietf-websec-mime-sniff-03

6. Frame-Options - 10 Minutes (Tobias)

7. CSP Header - 5 Minutes (Tobias)

8. Admin / open mike - 10 Minutes
2. Status of WG - Drafts

- Origin: draft-ietf-websec-origin
  - Released as RFC6454 – well done!

- cert pinning draft-ietf-websec-key-pinning-01
  - Minor minor changes, plus Chris will need to raise a discussion on pin lifetime to raise to the list (might lead to larger change to the draft)

- draft-hodges-websec-framework-reqs-01
  - Referred to by W3C CSP draft

- Mime-Sniffing draft-ietf-websec-mime-sniff-03
  - Expired, issues in tracker but no progress?

- Discuss next steps with framework-reqs and mime-sniff at agenda item 5
5. Progression of drafts

- draft-hodges-websec-framework-reqs-01
  - Referred to by W3C CSP draft
  - No significant discussion/work on the mailing-list

- Mime-Sniffing draft-ietf-websec-mime-sniff-03
  - Expired, issues in tracker but no progress?
8. Other topics / open mike

- Discuss, Comments, Questions, …
Thank you